BPP Advices Participants of 2nd Batch, 2021 Training for Conversion/Induction into Procurement Cadre to Share Ideas and Challenges for a Better Work

The Director General, Bureau of Public Procurement (BPP), Mamman Ahmadu FNIQS, advises participants of the 2nd Batch, 2021 training for Conversion/Induction into Procurement Cadre in Parastatals, Institutions, Commissions and Agencies of the Federal Government of Nigeria to share ideas and challenges for a better work.

The DG gave this advice during the opening ceremony of the programme, which took place on Monday, November 29 2021, at the Digital Bridge Institute (DBI) Oshodi, Lagos.

He advised the participants to put more attention on the training as Government had made huge sacrifices for that. He said, “Focus on what you will be taught and follow the instructions of the Resource Persons”. He pointed out that, they will be examined at the end of the training and only those that meet the minimum pass
mark would be admitted into the Cadre. The DG was represented by the Director, Energy Infrastructure, Engr. Babatunde Kuye.

The representative of the Chairman of the ICPC, Hon. Barr. Obiora Igwedibia, in his Goodwill message, commended the Bureau for coming out with such a programme, stating that, at a time like this when COVID-19 had eaten into the economy of every nation, all hands must be on deck to stabilize the economy and move forward. He declared the training open.

In his good will message, the Director General, Lagos State Public Procurement Agency, Mr. Onafowote Fatai Idowu, pointed out that, as Procurement Officers, they are duty bound to lead their executives and other officers in the right direction. “There must always be value for money, integrity and transparency, and much is expected of you”. He advised that they should be dynamic in their duties.

A total number of 351 candidates are taking the training.
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Courtesy Call by the Chief of Army Staff to the DG, BPP on Thursday December 02, 2021 to the BPP.

L-R: Director General, Bureau of Public Procurement, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS and Chief of Army Staff, Lt. Gen. Farouq Yahaya during COAS visit to the Bureau.

L-R: Director General, Bureau of Public Procurement, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS receiving a Souvenir from Chief of Army Staff, Lt. Gen. Farouq Yahaya during COAS visit to the Bureau.
Director General, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS 5th Right, Chief Of Army Staff, Lt Gen. Farouq Yahaya 6th Right with some BPP Management Staff and other members of the visiting team

National Open Contracting Portal (NOCOPO)

L-R: Vice Chancellor, Bayero University, Kano, Prof. Sagiru Adamu Abbas and Director, Regulation and Database/ICT, Mr. Aliyu Edogi Aliyu, FNIQS, during the Nocopo training for the North West Zone in Kano State
Director, Regulation and Database/ICT, Mr. Aliyu Edogi Aliyu, FNIQS, making his presentation at the Nocopo training for the North West Zone in Kano State

**Bureau of Public Procurement (BPP) Appearance before House Committee on Public Account on Wednesday 1, December 2021 at the National Assembly, Abuja.**

R-L: Director General, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS exchanging pleasantries with some members of House Committee on Public Account during the Bureau’s appearance.
L-R: Director General, BPP, Mamman Ahmadu, FNIQS; Deputy Director, Account, BPP Fatsuma Lantewa and Assistant Director, Account, Mr. Roland Amagbakhen during the Bureaus appearance before the House Committee on Public Account

L-R: Chairman, House Committee on Public Account, Hon. Busayo Oluwole Oke and Other Members of the House Committee on Public Account